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Indeed, as architects, we have preferred to retreat into the 
comfort of the conceptual as being exclusive of worries such as 
sustainable practice, which has been deemed a technological 
enterprise. Divorced from concept, sustainability is now only 
understood in the capacity of calculation. Mired in the numerical 
and involved exclusively in the setting of calculable benchmarks, 
this ambition itself becomes delimiting.

The exacerbated conditions of extreme participation and 
hyperstimulation that are characteristic of metropolitan culture, 
frame our understanding of our aspirations. Everything is set to 
eleven. Sustainability, along with the rest, is only understood as 
a maximum. Evidenced by the term Carbon Zero, the concept of 
having something be sustainable has been innocuously charted 
on a linear scale. There is a tangible maximum that is to be 
aspired to by the profession. A 12 step process for achieving 
sustainability. Consequently, similar to weight loss, Sustainability 
has been defined as a goal number. 

What does it mean to sustain something a priori of technology 
in the context of a temporal program that is a microcosm of 
metropolitan culture? A week long sensory bacchanalia, the 
Festival is a distillation of the conditions of the maximum; 
a phenomenon as pervasive as it is ubiquitous. It becomes 
interesting then to try and understand the sustainability of this 
modern constant. Or rather, our ability to sustain activity within 
this context. Perhaps the role of any intervention at an event such 
as the festival then is to provide a reprieve from the constant. 
Our proposal manifests this contradiction in the form of an 
infrastructure whose only function is to allow for that moment 
of pause. Employing the same aluminmum tubes used in the 
construction of the stage, the scaffolding takes the form of an 
Arch, thus mirroring the form of the spectacle (the stage), framing 
the spectacle itself, and referring to one of the most fundamental 
forms in Architecture–the Arch. 

Hammocks are hung off of each ‘bay’ of the scaffolding, thus 
allowing for a repreive in the middle of the event. The stark 
contradiction of the presence of an Architecture that allows for rest 
in the middle of the festival emboldens the ambition of the project–
sustainabilty as a concept applied to all of us, and an Architecture 
that enables it.  


